#1843 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 102, The Church-ill Hurricanes of 1635 and 1938: The destruction of the Angel Gabriel
in the Great Colonial Hurricane of August 15 (8/15), 1635, was ordained to correlate with
the angel Gabriel in Daniel 8:15-16, confirming the event’s part in the fulfillment of Daniel
8, (ii)
Key Understanding: August 15, 1635, and Daniel 8:15. The destruction of the Angel Gabriel
in the Great Colonial Hurricane of August 15 (8/15), 1635, was ordained to correlate with
the angel Gabriel in Daniel 8:15-16, confirming the event’s part in the fulfillment of
Daniel 8.
Daniel 8:15-16 (KJV) And it came to pass, when I, even I Daniel, had seen the vision, and
sought for the meaning, then, behold, there stood before me as THE APPEARANCE OF A
MAN. [The appearance of a “man” in Daniel 8:15 is that of the archangel Gabriel who was
sent by the Lord to interpret the vision of the ram and the he-goat in Daniel 8.]
16 And I heard a man’s voice between the banks of Ulai, which called, and said, GABRIEL,
MAKE THIS MAN TO UNDERSTAND THE
VISION.
The Reverend Richard Mather and the Angel
Gabriel. The ship that the Reverend Richard Mather
was aboard as he was arriving in New England
amidst the Great Colonial Hurricane of 1635 was
the James. The ships Angel Gabriel and James
sailed together for a great deal of the voyage across
the Atlantic Ocean. Richard Mather gives an
excellent account of the journey of the two ships in
his journal. The Angel Gabriel was carrying settlers,
livestock, and fishing gear to Pemaquid, Maine, the
most successful English fishing and trading
settlement north of Virginia. The ship was anchored
off Pemaquid, but was broken on the rocks and cast
away in the storm. Only 3-5 passengers lost their
lives but all who survived lost virtually everything
they owned.
Here is #1843–Doc 1, a site about a book by Warren
C. Riess on the Angel Gabriel titled Angel Gabriel:
the Elusive English Galleon.
Click here for #1843–Doc 1

Click here for the Original Source of #1843–Doc 1
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Here is #1843–Doc 2, an article
titled “The Angel Gabriel and the
Great Storm of 1635.” It is not
necessary to read through the
article, but it is included in this
Unsealing nonetheless because it
contains much about the Reverend
Richard Mather’s account of the
1635 journey of the Angel Gabriel
and the James. The two ships sailed
together for a large part of the
voyage across the Atlantic Ocean.
The Lord desired the two ships to
be linked together in voyage
because they are linked together in the prophetic fulfillment of Daniel 8. While one ship, James,
seemed to be saved miraculously by the Lord, the other, Angel Gabriel, was not.
Click here for #1843–Doc 2
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